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ABSTRACT
Immigrants use technologies for socialization in new countries, but HCI scholars have not explored
this research space. In my dissertation, I am adopting the social exchange theory to explore this
research space. My first study suggested that trust is the key to addressing immigrants’ concerns
about social exchange through technologies. Following this finding, my ongoing work will be focused
on designing interventions to address these trust-related concerns. My dissertation should shed light
on inclusive design supporting immigrants’ socialization, and inform research on other newcomers
(e.g., domestic migrants and refugees) and specific forms of resource exchange (e.g., ridesharing and
language exchange).
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INTRODUCTION
My Past Studies
My doctoral research is focused on understanding how technologies support people in developing new networks and accessing resources
through their communities. In this broad research space, I am mostly interested in how special populations make connections and trade
resources across online-offline boundaries.
The first project in my doctoral course of study
focused on people-nearby applications (PNAs),
a type of social application that allows users
to match with other users nearby [3]. I found
that PNAs are used by newcomers, such as travelers, domestic migrants, and immigrants, as
an online channel to socialize in a new city or
country. Through PNAs, newcomers can get in
touch with local populations easily. Newcomers not only develop social connections but also
access local resources such as free ridesharing
or couch-surfing through these local connections. This study, accompanied by my life experience as an international student, initiated my
research interests in immigrants.
Another one of my past studies [5] investigated
the factors influencing senior adults’, lowerincome populations’, and lower-educated populations’ participation in the digital sharing
economy. These populations’ trust in other individuals was not a significant predictor of their
participation. Instead, their trust in institutions,
namely their trust in a social structure, was significantly correlated to their participation in
the sharing economy. This study revealed similar findings to Study 1, which suggests that
users’ trust varies in different aspects, such as
trust in a platform and trust in other users on
a platform. This finding informed my choice to
use the theoretical model of trust [10] in Study
2 and Study 3.

Sidebar 1

Newcomers who enter a new community experience challenges such as social isolation, identity
transition, and insufficient information to meet basic needs. Socialization, “the process by which
a new member learns the value system, the norms, and the required behavior patterns of the society,
organization, or group which he is entering” [14, p.54], provides a way for newcomers to smoothly
adapt to a community. By interacting with existing community members, newcomers not only learn a
community’s social norms but also develop a commitment to a community [9]. Supporting newcomer
socialization thus benefits newcomers as well as the community.
HCI researchers have widely studied the ways newcomers to online communities socialize [7].
However, limited HCI research involves newcomers to physical locations and socialization with offline
communities through online technologies. Immigrants, a subgroup of newcomers to physical locations,
face challenges that all newcomers face, and additionally face cultural and language differences, which
further increase difficulties in socialization [2]. Past immigration research suggests that technologies
such as social network sites impact immigrants’ networking and resource seeking [1], but limited
HCI research has explored this research space. Technologies’ role in immigrant socialization, what
challenges immigrants have when using technologies for socialization, and how HCI design can address
these challenges remain unclear. My dissertation work thus aims to understand how immigrants in
the United States (U.S.) use technologies for socialization within communities in their new areas,
which include both their ethnic communities and communities with mixed ethnic populations.
To frame my dissertation, I am using the social exchange theory, a theoretical framework widely
used to frame newcomer socialization. Social exchange is when individuals trade socio-emotional and
economic resources while building social relationships [11]. Participating in local social exchange, i.e.
social exchange in a person’s local area, is a common way for immigrants to access resources and build
networks (e.g., [8, 13]). Following these lines, I am investigating immigrants’ participation in online
local social exchange, i.e. local social exchange mediated through online channels. My dissertation’s
overarching research question is: “How do recent immigrants in the U.S. participate in online local social
exchange, and how can we better design technologies to address their challenges and concerns about
online local social exchange, if any?”
My prior study (Study 1) tackled the overarching research question by discovering how immigrants
participate in online local social exchange. The results showed that immigrants’ biggest concerns are
about uncertainties and risks of online local social exchange among ethnically mixed communities.
Trust, which is an essential component of social exchange, can mitigate these uncertainties and risks
of exchange [12]. In my ongoing work (Study 2 and Study 3), I thus argue that by exploring the design
space to mitigate newcomers’ perceived uncertainty and risks of online local social exchange, we can
foster immigrants’ trust in a platform and in local communities, and their intention of participating

in local social exchange, which would ultimately contribute to smoother immigrant socialization. To
provide a full picture of my doctoral research to date, my past studies are described in Sidebar 1.
Current Dissertation Progress

STUDY OVERVIEW

I am currently designing Study 2 and plan to finish both Study 2 and 3 in 12-18 months. I have
communicated with potential dissertation committee members for input and am preparing for
data collection for Study 2 this summer. At the
time of the doctoral consortium (DC), I plan
to be finished with data collection and analysis for Study 2, and will have results regarding
effects of the three trust-related factors.

I plan to include three studies addressing my overarching research question in my dissertation. Study 1
explored immigrants’ participation in online local social exchange and discovered their challenges to
participation; Study 2 will examine the effects of factors associated with these challenges; Study 3
will propose and test design interventions to address the factors found significant in Study 2.
Study 1 (Prior Study): Understand Immigrants’ Participation in Online Local Social Exchange. Study 1 answered the research question:“How do immigrants participate in online local social
exchange?” This study was based on semi-structured interviews (N = 18) with recent immigrants, who
had lived in the U.S. for less than five years, and long-term immigrants, who lived in the U.S. for five
years or longer [4]. The results show that participants were uncomfortable about participating in
online local social exchange, specifically within ethnically diverse communities, such as Facebook
groups for an ethnically mixed neighborhood. Participants’ major concerns were about uncertainties
and risks of exchanges, such as bad quality of exchanged resources and safety issues. I identified three
factors related to their uncertainties and risks: (1) whether a platform had established regulation,
such as platform policies and identity verification; (2) whether a platform was supported by known
organizations; and (3) whether a community had frequent offline interactions and events. Trust, which
is an essential component of social exchange, mitigates uncertainties and risks of exchange [12]. I
drew connections between the three factors (noted as trust-related factors for the rest of the paper)
and a theoretical model of trust from [10], and used the adopted trust model to guide Study 2’s
experimental design.
Study 2 (Proposed Study): Examine Trust-related Factors Associated with Immigrants’
Participation in Online Local Social Exchange. Study 2 will be an online experimental survey
that seeks to answer the research question: “How do the trust-related factors affect immigrants’ trust
and intention to participate in online local social exchange on an exchange platform?” The survey will
be designed based on the trust model adopted from [10]. Participants will be navigated to browse a
prototype of a local social exchange platform. The prototype will contain design interventions that
address the three trust-related factors (whether a platform has established regulation, whether a
platform has organization supports, and whether a community has frequent offline interactions). Each
participant will be assigned to a random combination of these interventions and asked to respond
to the trust scales adopted from [10]. I expect the results to inform my understanding of the three
factors’ effects on immigrants’ trust, and guide Study 3’s intervention design.
Study 3 (Proposed Study): Design Interventions to Foster Immigrants’ Trust in Online
Local Social Exchange. Study 3 will be a face-to-face lab experiment to answer the research question:

Expected Contributions
My dissertation is expected to have theoretical and practical contributions. The theoretical contribution will be a model demonstrating recent immigrants’ trust in online local social exchange; these findings should also extend the literature on trust in online social exchange. The practical contribution will be a series of design guidelines based on a website
prototype for local social exchange. Although
my research is focused on recent immigrants,
both the theoretical and practical contributions
will inform research on other types of newcomers, e.g., domestic migrants and refugees, and
specific types of digital resource sharing, e.g.,
ridesharing and language exchange.

Sidebar 2

Goals for Participation in the DC
The DC will be an excellent venue for me to
get feedback from mentors and exchange ideas
with other doctoral students. By the time of the
DC, I plan to have passed the proposal defense
and have preliminary findings for Study 2. The
goal of my participation is thus to get feedback
for Study 3’s experimental design. This will also
be a good time for me to revisit the scope of my
dissertation work. I also plan to begin preparing
my job packet. The DC will provide opportunities for valuable advice from mentors as I plan
my career path.

Sidebar 3

“What are the design implications to address significant trust-related factors affecting immigrants’ trust in
online local social exchange?” I will revise the prototype by designing new interventions that address
the trust-related factors found significant in Study 2. For instance, assuming Study 2’s findings suggest
that established regulation is a significant trust-related factor, I will break down regulation into more
fine-grained aspects such as platform rules’ transparency and identity verification [6], and implement
interventions to address each of these aspects. Similar to Study 2, each participant will be assigned to
a random combination of these interventions and assessed according to their trust in online local
social exchange on this platform. I will also conduct interviews to gather qualitative data to provide
deeper insights about participants’ thoughts about the interventions.
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